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Abstract 
We introduce a homology theory for colored graphs (G, Co) which is motivated by topologi- 
cal reasons. Indeed, it translates the usual one of the polyhedron I G I canonically associated to 
(G,C~). Then we obtain combinatorial analogs to exact homology sequences, cohomology 
groups, products, duality, etc. and prove some classic results of algebraic topology by graph- 
theoretic tools. Finally we study some combinatorial invariants of (G, C~) which are useful to 
describe the topological structure of I GI. 
1. Introduction and notations 
The paper deals with the interplay between graph theory and piecewise linear (PL) 
topology. The connection is based upon a natural correspondence between colored 
graphs and suitable pseudocomplexes. 
In particular any PL manifold can be represented in this way so its topological 
structure may be studied through the theory of colored graphs. More generally several 
topological concepts of PL  topology may be described by combinatorial tools. There 
are some papers with similar ideas e.g. I-2, 11,20, 26]. For different homotopy theories 
about graphs we refer to I-9, 17, 19, 21,23, 27]. 
In the present paper we give an original approach to the combinatorial study of 
polyhedra by means of colored graphs. 
Initially we introduce a homology theory for colored graphs which is also moti- 
vated by topological reasons. Then we obtain combinatorial analogs to exact homo- 
logy sequences, cohomology groups, products, duality, etc. and give them the 
corresponding topological meanings. We also prove some classic results of algebraic 
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topology by graph-theoretic techniques. Finally we study a new set of combinatorial 
invariants of manifolds related to the other known ones defined in the papers cited. 
For some definitions and results of algebraic topology we refer to any standard 
textbook e.g. [18,25]. As a general reference for PL topology see [24]. 
For the basic concepts about edge colorings of graphs we refer to [12]. As a general 
reference for graph theory see [1, 16]. Here we recall some well-known definitions 
simply to establish convenient notations. 
Definition 1.1. A multigraph is a triple G =(V~, EG, IG) such that: 
(1) V~ is a finite nonempty set, usually called the vertex set of G, 
(2) E~ is a finite set, usually called the edge set of G, 
(3) I~ is a relation between V~ and E6, i.e. a subset of the product V~ × EG; usually 
called the incidence relation of G, which satisfies 
Card {v: (v,e)el~} =2 
for any eeEa. 
Throughout he paper, we will also use notations V(G), E(G) and I(G) instead of 
Va, E~ and IG, respectively. 
Notation 1.2. Let G be a multigraph. We consider the following sets: 
(1) For each edge eeEG, V(G,e) is the set 
V(G, e)-- {v: v~ V~ ^  (v, e)el~ }. 
(2) For each vertex v~ V6, E(G, v) is the set 
E(G, v) = {e: eeE~ /x (v, e)eI~ }. 
Definition 1.3. A multigraph G is said to be a graph if 
V(G, e) = V(G, h) ~ e = h 
for any e, heEG. 
Definition 1.4. An edge coloration of a multigraph G is a map 
Ca:Ea~Cg~= N={1,2 . . . . .  n .... } 
such that 
V(G,e)c~ V(G,h)¢O ^  eCh ~ CG(e)¢CG(h) 
for any e, heEa. 
The set ~a is called the color set of G and the integer ya =Card~ is said to be the 
color number of G. 
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Obviously we have 
Card C, (Ea ) <~ ya. 
A colored graph is a pair (G, CG) where G is a multigraph and CG is an edge coloration 
of G. 
Definition 1.5. Let K and G be colored graphs. Then K is said to be a colored 
subgraph of G, written K c G, if: 
(1) v~ ~ v~, 
(2) EK ~ EG, 
(3) l,,=1~n(vK × E~), 
(4) (gK = (~,  
(5) CK(e)=CG(e) for any e~E~. 
Notation 1.6. Let G be a colored graph. 
(1) If F is a subset of the color set of G, i.e. F c c~G, then Gr (sometimes we also use the 
notation G(F)) denotes the colored subgraph of G defined by 
(a) V(Gr)= VG, 
(b) E(Gr)= C. ' (F), 
(c) ~(6r)= r. 
(2) If B is a subset of the vertex set V~ of G, then GB (sometimes we also use the 
notation G(B)) is the colored subgraph of G defined by 
(a) V(Gs)= B, 
(b) E(G,)= {e: e~E~ ^  V(G, e) = B}, 
(c) Cg(Gn)=cg 6.
Definition 1.7. Let G be a colored graph. Then G is said to be regular if, for any ve VG, 
Card E(G, v) = 7G. 
Henceforth R will denote a fixed ring. 
Definition 1.8. A differential R-module is an ordered couple (C, d) where 
(1) C is a R-module, 
(2) d: C ~ C is a linear map such that d 2 = 0. 
A chain complex C, is a differential module (C., 9) such that 
(1) C. is a g-graded module, i.e. 
C.=(~ Ck 
k~Y 
where the Ck'S are  R-modules, 
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(2) the Ck's are the zero module for k < 0, 
(3) OCk c Ck- 1. 
A cochain complex C* is a differential module (C',6) which satisfies (1) and (2) 
above and 
(Y) 6C kCC k+l. 
For a chain complex C ,=(C. ,  ~) we can always construct a cochain complex 
C* =(C,  6) which is its dual. We proceed as follows. 
Define 
(1) Ck=LP(Ck, R) (2~(Ck,R) is the R-module of R-linear maps of Ck in R) for any 
keZ, 
(2) C '=Okc  k (keZ), 
(3) 5: C' -* C' is the dual map of 2. 
For any chain complex C,=(C.,#) and its dual C*=(C' ,6)  we will consider the 
following R-modules: 
(1) Zk(C,)={x: XeCk A 2x=0}, the module of k-cycles; 
(2) Bk(C,)= {2x: xeCk+ 1 }, the module of k-boundaries; 
(3) Hk(C,)=Zk(C,)/Bk(C,), the kth homology module of C,; 
(4) Z,(C,)=(~)kez Zk(C,); 
(5) B , (C , )= Oke~Bk(C,); 
(6) H,(C,)=(~ke~ Hk(C,); 
(7) Zk(C,)= {x: xaC k A 6x=0}, the module of k-cocycles; 
(8) Bk(C, ) = {6x: xeC k- 1 }, the module of k-coboundaries; 
(9) Hk(C,)=zk(c,)/Bk(C,),  the kth cohomology module of C,; 
(10) Z*(C,)=@k~Zk(C,) ;  
(11) B*(C,)=~kE~Bk(C,); 
(12) H*(C,)=(~ke~Hk(C,). 
Definition 1.9. Let C,=(C~, 2') and C,=(C7,?/') be two chain complexes. A map 
f:  C'. --*C:' 
is said to be a morphism (of chain complexes), written f :  C, --*C,, if 
~"o f=fo 2', 
and 
f(C'k) c C;, keY_. 
If f is a morphism of chain complexes, then f naturally induces linear maps 
Hk(f):Hk(C,)--*Hk(C,) and Hk(f): Hk(C,)--*Hk(C,) for any ke7/. 
Let C, =(C., 0) be a chain complex and assume that Dk is a submodule of Ck for any 
keZ. 
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If ODk c Dk-x, then 0 naturally induces derivations, also denoted by 3, on the 
following modules: 
D.=(~ Dk, 
ke~ 
and 
Ck 
(c/o). = • o--~ 
k~2P 
Let D.=(D.,O) and (C/D).=((C/D).,~) be the chain complexes defined above 
and let 
i:D.--*C., 
j:C. ~(C/O)., 
be the natural injection and the natural projection, respectively. 
Then the sequence of chain complexes 
i 
o - ,D,  ~ c ,  L (C/D), -+ 0 
is exact so it induces an exact sequence 
• -'-~ Hk+ x(D,) ~Hk+ 1(C,) -* HR+ I((C/D),) ~ Hk(D,) -~'- 
of homology modules. 
2. The homology of a colored graph 
In this section we will associate to any colored graph G a chain complex (and its 
dual cochain complex) and then consider the (co)homology modules of it. Then we 
prove the independency of the (co)homology modules from a permutation of the color 
set and compute such modules for special colored graphs. 
Definition 2.1. Two vertices vand w of a colored graph G are said to be F-connected if 
they are joined by a finite sequence of edges with colors in the set F, i.e. there exist 
m edges, el, e2 . . . . .  em in EG and m + 1 distinct vertices, Vo, vl . . . . .  v,, in V~ (m ~>0) such 
that: 
(1) V=Vo, w--urn; 
(2) (vi-l,ei), (vl,ei)~l~ for all i= 1,2, ... ,m; 
(3) C~(ei)eF for all i=1,2 . . . . .  m. 
Obviously v and w are connected, in G, if they are Wa-connected; G is F-connected if 
every two of its vertices are; G is connected if it is cga-connected. 
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Notation 2.2. Let G be a colored graph and F a subset of egG. We will consider the 
following objects: 
(1) V(G, F, v) is the set of all vertices of G which are F-connected with the vertex v; 
(2) V(G, F, B) is the subset of VG defined by 
v(6, r, B)= U v(6, r, v); 
uEB 
(3) Con(G,F) is the set {V: (3v)(ve VG ^  V= V(G, F,v))}; 
(4) G(F, v) is the ordered couple (F, V(G, F, v)); 
(5) Sr(G) is the set {(F, V): (3v)(ve VG ^  V= V(G, F, v))}; 
(6) Sk(G) is the set (,.) {Sr(G): F c ~ga ^  CardF=k};  
(7) Ck(G) is the free R-module on the set Sk(G). 
The elements of Ck(G) are called the k-chains of G. If Sk(G)=0, then Ck(G) is the 
zero module. 
Notation 2.3. Let G be a colored graph. We will use the same symbol for an element of 
Sk(G) and the corresponding element of Ck(G). If A is a subset of Sk(G), then SA 
represents the following chain of Ck(G): 
~SA={~oXeAK if A¢O, 
if A=0.  
Consistently with the above notation the symbol ZA will also denote the sum of the 
elements of a finite subset A of Ck(G). 
Eventually we will use the notation (F, 0) to represent the zero element of ecardr(G). 
Moreover we will denote by C.(G) the direct sum 
c. (O) = @ c~ (G). 
Notation 2.4. Let A be a finite subset of Z and let 
aA:A--* A 
be the cyclic permutation 
~min{z:zeA^z>m}, m<maxA 
aa : m ~ ~ rain A, m = max A. 
For each rn~A, we denote by ord(A, m) the integer, 0 ~< ord(A, m)< Card A, such 
that 
a~rd (A, m) (rain A) = m. 
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Definition 2.5. Let G be a colored graph. Then the boundary operator of G is the 
linear map 
a. C.(G) -,  C.(G ) 
defined by 
0(F, V)= ~ (--1)°rd(r'"l Z{(F\{n}, W): W~Con(O,r\{n}) ^ Wc V} 
nffF 
for any nonempty subset F ccg G and V~Con(G, F). If F=0, then we set 0(F, V)=0. 
Lemma 2.6. If G is a colored graph and 0 its boundary operator, then we hav  
(1) OCp+,(G) = C.(G), 
(2) 02=0. 
Proof. If 0 ~< p < TG, then (1) immediately follows from 
Card (F \ { n } ) = Card F -  l 
for each neF. 
Let us assume that 2~<p~7,. For each (F, V)eSp(G) we have 
0 2 (F, V) 
=0( ,~r  • (-1)°ra(r'")Z{(F\{n}'W):WeC°n(G'F\{n})AWcV}) 
= • (--1)°rd(r'")S{~(F\{n}, W): W~Con(G, F\{n}) ^  W= V} 
n~F 
= E E (--1)°rdlr'"~+°r°~r"t"}'m)S{(Y\{n,m}, W): 
n~F m~F",,{n] 
W~Con(G,F\{n,m}) ^ Wc V} 
= ~, ( -  1) °rO(r'n)+°rd(r'',In}'m) Z{(F\{n,m}, W): 
m,n¢F 
m<n 
WzCon(G,F\{n,m}) ^ W= V} 
+ E (-- 1)°rd(F'ml+°rd(Y"{m}'n)Z{(F\{n,m}, W): 
m, nEF  
m<t l  
W~Con(G,F\{n,m} ) ^W= V} 
= ~ ( ( -  1)°rdlr'"!+°rdtr'm)+( - 1)°rdIr'ml+°rd(r'n)-l)Z{(F\{n,m}, W): 
m, n6F 
m<?l 
WeCon(G,F\{n,m}) ^ W= V}=0. 
Now the proof immediately follows by linearity. [] 
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Definition 2.7. The pair (C.(G), t~) is said to be the chain complex of the colored graph 
G. It is usually denoted by C, (G). 
Notation 2.8. Let G be a 
following notations: 
colored graph and C,(G) its chain complex. We will use the 
(1) Zk (G) instead of Zk(C,(G)), 
(2) Bk(G) instead of Bk(C,(G)), 
(3) Hk(G) instead of Hk(C, (G)), 
(4) Z, (G) instead of Z, (C,(G)), 
(5) B,(G) instead of B,(C,(G)), 
(6) H,(G) instead of H,(C,(G)), 
(7) Ck(G) instead of Ck(C,(G)), 
(8) C'(G) the graded module C'(C,(G)), 
(9) the coboundary operator 6, i.e. the linear map dual of #, 
(10) C*(G)=(C'(G),6) the cochain complex dual of C,(G), 
(11) Zk(G) the submodule of k-cocycles Zk(C,(G)), 
(12) Bk(G) the submodule of k-coboundaries Bk(C,(G)), 
(13) Hk(G) the kth cohomology module Hk(C,(G)), 
(14) Z*(G) instead of Z*(C,(G)), 
(15) B*(G) instead of B*(C,(G)), 
(16) H*(G) instead of H*(C,..(G)). 
Definition 2.9. Let A be a subset of t~ and f :  A -~ a map. For any subset B c A we 
denote by sig(f B) the integer 
sig(f B)=(-1)' 
where t = E,~B ord (A, t) + Et~n ord (f(A), f(t)). 
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a colored 9raph and f :cgG -~ ~ an injective map. If K is the 
colored 9raph such that: 
(1) VK= V~, 
(2) EK=E~, 
(3) IK=la, 
(4) CK =f  o C6, 
then the linear map 
F: C.(G) ~C.(K), 
defined by 
F : (r, V)~--~ sig(f r ) ( f  (r), v), 
is a morphism of chain complexes. 
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Proof. First we note that 
sig (f, F) sig ( f  F \{n}) = ( - 1) °rdtr' n)+ord[f(F),f(n)) 
for each neF. Further we have 
V6Con(G,F) .¢~ V6Con(K,f(F)). 
If ( F, V)eSp(G), then 
aF(r, v) 
=sig(f r)a(f(r) ,  v) 
=sig(f,r) y~ (--1)°rdiflrt'n)z{(f(r)\{n},W): 
ne f(F) 
W~Con(K,f ( F)\ {n} ) ^ W= V} 
= sig ( f  F) ~ ( -  1) °rd~f~rt'f~m)) Z {( / ( r  \{m}), w): 
m~F 
W~Con(K,f ( F \ {m} )) ^  W c V} 
= sig ( f  F) ~" ( -  1) °rd(flrt'flm)~ Z {sig(f F \{m})v(r\{m}, w): 
m~F 
W~Con(G,F\{m}) ^ W= V} 
= ~ (-1) °'d~r,"l S{F(V\{m}, W): WeCon(G, r\{m})^ W= V} 
mEF 
=F(, ,~ r ( -1)  °rd'r'm, Z{(F\{m}, W)" WeCon(G,r\{m})^ Wc V} ) 
=F(a(F,  V)). 
Thus the proof is complete. [] 
Definition 2.11. Let G and K be two colored graphs. The ordered triple 
~b =(q~v, ~bE, q~c) is said to be a morphism form G to K, written ~b:G--*K, if 
(1) 4v: VG--, v~, 
(2) ~be: E~ ~EK, 
(3) ~c: % --" ~ ,  
(4) (v,e)eI6 ~ (q~v(v),~be(e))~IK, 
(5) ¢c  o c~ = C,,o Ce. 
Any morphism 4~ : G --+K induces a morphism of chain complexes 
4,,: c,(~) -~ c,  (K) 
defined by 
~, :(r, v )~ (~c(r), 4~v(v)). 
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Thus there is a homology homomorph ism H.(O):  H . (G)~H. (K)  which realizes 
a functorial correspondence, i .e .H .  (ida) = idH.(G) and H.  (~b o ~b) = H.  (~k) o H.  (~b). 
Therefore, if ~b: G ~K is an isomorphism, then H.(G)~-H,(K). 
Now we consider some special colored graphs and compute their homology groups. 
Definition 2.12. Let G be a colored graph. Then G is said to be bipartite if there are no 
finite sequences 
/30~ / )1 ,  " - .  , UmE VG~ el ,e2, . . . ,emEEG,  
such that 
(1) VO=Vm 
(2) (V/_ 1, el), (vi, el)ElG for i =- 1, 2 . . . . .  m 
where m is odd and vl, vz .. . . .  vm are distinct vertices. 
Lemma 2.13. Let G be a connected colored 9raph. Then the following properties are 
satisfied: 
(1) I f  min {Card E(G, v): vE V~} <76, then Ho(G)= {0}; 
(2) I f  G is a regular bipartite 9raph, then Ho(G)~-R; 
(3) I f  G is a regular nonbipartite graph, then Ho(G)~-R/2R. 
Proof. Obviously we have Zo(G)= Co(G). 
In case (1), let vE VG be a vertex such that Card E(G, v)< 7G and zEc~\CG (E(G, v)). 
For  each wE VG let us consider two finite sequences 
Vo,Vl . . . . .  v,nEV~, ex,ez,...,e,nEEa, 
such that 
(2) vl,v2 . . . . .  vm are distinct, 
(2) VO=V, Vr.=W 
(3) (vl-t,e~), (vi,ei)EIG for i=  1,2 . . . . .  m. 
Then the chain 
G({C6(em)}, v .) +( -  1) 1G({CG(e,,_ ,)}, Yr,- ,) 
+ ... +( -  1) " -16({CG(e , )} ,  v,)+(-  1)" 6({z}, vo) 
has G(O,w) as its boundary. Thus each element of So(G) is a boundary, i.e. 
Bo(G) = Zo(G) = Co(G). 
Assume now that G is a regular graph and fix a vertex v of G. For  any wE V c let 
UO,UI,...,UrnEVG, cI,C2,...,CmEEG. 
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be two sequences which satisfy the above conditions (1)-(3). Then the chain 
G({CG(e.)}, v , . )+( -  1)' G({CG(em-,)}, vm-,) 
+ . - -+( - -  1 ) ' -  1 G({C6(ex)}, vl) 
has 
109 
G(0, w) +( -  1)"- 1 G(0, v) 
as its boundary, hence any 0-chain is homologous to the chain G(0,v). If G is 
nonbipartite, then there exist two finite sequences 
VO, Vl . . . . .  VrnE I/6, el, e2 .. . . .  em6E~, 
such that 
(1) vl, v2 . . . . .  v,, are distinct, 
(2) v0 = v, vm = v, 
(3) (Vi-a,ei), (vi, ei)eIv for i=1 ,2  . . . . .  m, 
(4) m is odd. 
Hence 2G(0,v) is a boundary. Thus the lemma is completely proved. [] 
Definition 2.14. Let G be a colored graph. Then G is said to be a simple cone if 
~d6 # C~ (EG). 
For  simple cones we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.15. I f  the colored graph G is a simple cone, then 
H,(G) = {0} 
for all i = O, 1 . . . . .  ~ - 1. 
Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of the previous one for i = 0. Now let us 
assume i= 1,2 . . . . .  ~,~- 1 and let zeCd~\C~(EG). For any F = cdv\{z} we have 
VeCon(G,F) ¢~ VeCon(G, Fw{z}). 
Let T: C.(G(f fG\{z}))~C.(G) be the linear map defined by 
T: (F, V)w-~(-- 1) °rd(r~{z}'zt (Fw {z}, V) 
for any F = cdG\{z} and V~Con(G,F). We prove that 
K = (3 T(K) + T(~K) 
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for all KeC. (G(~\{z}) ) .  In fact we have 
aT(/', V)=(- 1)°rd~r~Iz},z~O(rw {z},V) 
=(-1)  °ralr~',z}'zl ~ (-1)°ra(rulz}'m)z{((/'w{z})){m}, W): 
mEru{z} 
WeCon(G,(Fw{z})\{m}) ^ Wc V} 
=(-1)  °r°lr~{z}'z~ Y. ( - - l )°rd I r" )Z{((F\{m})~{z},  W): 
mE/" 
trl<z 
W~Con(G,(Fu{z})\{m}) ^ W= V} 
+ (r, v) 
+(-  1)ord(r u {~},z) Z (--1) °rd(F'm)+l s{((r\{m})u{z}, w): 
mE/' 
m>z 
W~Con(G,(ru{z})\{m}) ^ Wc V} 
=(r, V)- To a(r, v) 
for any F c cgG\{z } and V~Con(G, F). 
Further any LeC.(G) can be written as a sum 
L= T(K)+M 
where K, MeC.(G(C6a\{z})). Thus aL=0 implies that 
0 = aL = aT(K} + aM = K-  T(aK) + aM, 
hence 
K =--aM.  
Then we obtain 
L = M--  T(t?M) = a T(M). 
This proves that all cycles of G are also boundaries, 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  7G-1. [] 
i.e. Hk(G)=0 for 
3. Exact sequences 
Let G be a colored graph and Ck(G ) the module of k-chains of G. In this section we 
study some procedures to single out submodules Dk(G) of Ck(G) such that 
aDk(G) c Dk-I(G) for any k~7/. Thus we obtain exact sequences of chain complexes 
0 ~ D, (G) ~ C, (G) ~(C(G)/D(G)), ~0. 
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Then we show that in special cases (C(G)/D(G)), is naturally isomorphic to the 
chain complexes of suitable colored graphs. Finally we use this fact o determine the 
homology modules of some colored graphs. 
Notation 3.1. Let G be a colored graph and B a subset of VG. We consider the 
following objects: 
(1) Sr(G,B)={(r,P):(r,P)eSr(G) ^P~ B} for any F ~cg~, 
(2) Sk(G, B)= {(F, P): (F, P)~Sk(G) ^  P c B} for any k~7/, 
(3) Ck(G, B) is the free R-module generated by Sk(G, B), 
(4) C.(G,B) is the direct sum Ok~ Ck(G, B). 
Obviously if B = V~, then Ck(G, B)= Ck(G). 
Since 
~Sk(G,B)c Ck-I(G,B), for any ke~_, 
we have the exact sequence of chain complexes 
0 -*C, (G, B) -* C, (G) -,(C(G)/C(G, B)), -*0. 
Notation 3.2. Let G and B be as above. Then we denote by 
(1) Zk(G,B) the module Zk(C,(G,B)), 
(2) Bk(G, B) the module Bk(C,(G, B)), 
(3) Hk(G,B) the module Hk(C,(G,B)). 
Definition 3.3. Let G be a colored graph. A subset B of VG is said to be imbedded in 
G if Hk(G(Va\B)) is isomorphic to Hk((C(G)/C(G, B)).) for any keY. 
Summarizing we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a colored graph and B a set imbedded in G. Then the sequence 
of homology R-modules and linear maps 
• "--+Hk+ l(G, B) --+Hk+ 1(G) -+ Hk+x(G(Vo\B)) --+ Hk(G, B) -+.-. 
is exact. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a colored graph and B c V6. If 
V(G(V~\B), r v)= V(G, r, v)\B, 
for any v~ VG\B and F c ~z,  then B is imbedded in G. 
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Proof. We first prove that there exists an isomorphism 
Ck(G) 
A : -  ,C~(G(F~\B)) 
Ck (G, B) 
for any keZ. 
Let ]~: Ck (G) -* Ck (G ( I/G \B)) be the linear map defined by 
~'(F, P) -.(r, P\B), 
for any (F, P)eSk(G). 
If (F, P)eSk(G, B), then P c B, hence J~(F, P)=0. Thus Ck(G, B) cker  j~ and there 
exists a linear map fk such that the following diagram: 
Ck(G) , Ck(G(V~\B)) 
Ck(G) 
, Ck(G(V~ \B)) 
Ck(G, B) fk 
is commutative (nk is the natural projection). 
Suppose now that (F1, P1), (F2,Pz) . . . . .  (F.,P,) are distinct elements of SR(G) and 
,&,, 22 . . . . .  2. nonzero elements of the ring R such that 
If some of the Pi\B's are nonempty, then we must have i, je{1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
with i%j, such that P, kB=PAB~0. Since P~= V(G,r, PAB)= V(G, rj, Pj\B)=Pj, 
we have the contradiction (F~,Pg=(Fj, Pj)-Hence it follows P~,P2 ..... 
P, cB  and E]=,2i(Fi,Pi)eCk(G,B). Thus ker fk=CR(G,B) and fk is an injective 
map. 
Now we prove that f~ is also surjective. Indeed for any (F, P)eSk(G(I"G\B)) we have 
(F, V(G, F, e))eSk(G) and 
j~(r, V(G, £, e))=(r, V(G, r, P)\B)=(£, P). 
Observe that V(G, F, P)\B and P have some v rtices in common and both belong to
con(G(F~\B), F). 
Now we prove that 
~oA÷,=Ao& 
for any keT/. 
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If (F, P)eSk+ 1 (G), then we have 
~o~(r,P) 
= Z ( -  1) °rdlr'") S{(F\{n}, V\B): VeCon(G, F\{n}) ^  V= P} 
neff 
= y' (-- 1) °rd(r'") Z{(F\{n}, V): VeCon(G(V~\B),F\{n}) A V= P\B} 
neff 
and 
eof,+,(r,P) 
=~(r,P\B) 
= Z ( -  1) °r~(r'") z {(r\{n}, v): VeCon(G(V~\B),r\{n}) ^ V~ P\B}. 
n~F 
Thus the proof immediately follows from ~ o nk+ 1 = nk° O. [] 
Example 3.6. Let G be a colored graph for which there exists a color neCg~ such that 
cg G 
CG(E(G,v))={c~G\{n} VveV~. 
Let us define the following objects: 
(1) P={v: v~V~ ^CardE(G,v)=7~-l} 
(2) V6= V~I_I(P× {n}) 
(3) E6=E6 LI {(v,v,n): veP} lI {(v,w,i): v, weP ^  v=Aw Awe V(G, {i,n},v)}. 
t4) ~6=%. 
(5) (?6 : Ed --+c#6 is the map defined by 
C6: e ~ ~ CG(e), e~EG 
(i, e=(v,w,i)~E6\E~ 
(6) 16 is the following relation: 
16 = Iv w {(v, (v, v, n)), ((v, n), (v, v, n)): veP} 
U {((v, n), (v, w, i)), ((v, n), (w, v, i)): veP ^  weP \ {v} ^  we V(G, {i, n}, v)}. 
Obviously G = ( V6, E6,16, <g6) is a colored graph, which we will call the completion 
of G. It is easily seen that G is a subgraph of (~ and that Va, P x {n} are imbedded in (7. 
The boundary c~G of G is the colored graph defined by 
V(0G)-- V(G(P x {n}))=P x {n}, 
E(OG) = E(G(P x {n})), 
I(OG)=I(6(P x {n})), 
%o=~o\{n}. 
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Thus we have the exact sequences of homology R-modules 
• ..-* Hk+, (G(P × {n})) ~Hk(6, VG) --*Hk(G) ~Hk(d(P  x {n}))~.-. 
and 
(3.1) 
and 
c(~) ) 
q 'C , (G(X) )GC, (G(Y) )~ C(G,X)+C(G,Y)  , '  
q:(( r,A), (O ,B) )~E( r ,  V(G,F,A))+(O, V(G,O,B))]. 
Then the maps ~ and q are morphisms of chain complexes and the sequence 
. ( ) 
0 ~C.(G)  L C. (G(X) )OC. (G(y) )  ~ \C(G,X)+C(G,  Y) ,~0 
is exact. Thus we have an exact sequence of homology R-modules and linear maps 
• .. --* Hk + a (G) ~ Hk + x (G(X)) • Hk + 1 (G(Y)) 
( ct l ) 
~Hk+, \C(G, X )~(G,  Y) + ~Hk(G)-*... (3.3) 
Example 3.7. Let G be a colored graph satisfying the properties listed in Example 3.6, 
where cKG = {0, 1 .. . . .  n}. If G' is a disjoint copy of G, then @(G) is the colored graph 
• ..-* Hk +1 (G(VG)) --~Hk (G, P × {n})-~Hk (G) -~Hk (G( VG))-~.... (3.2) 
Since the color set of G(P × {n}) is ~=~ and there are no n-colored edges in 
G(Px {n}), the graph G(Px {n})is a simple cone. Thus the exact sequence (3.1) 
implies that 
0 ~ Hk(G, VG) iso Hk(G) -~0 
for any k = 0, 1 .. . . .  7G - 1. 
Since G(V~)=G and H, (G,P  × {n})~-H,(OG), the exact sequence (3.2) becomes 
-.- -~ Hk + 1 (G) -~ Hk (0G) ~ Hk (G) -~ Hk (G) -~... (3.2') 
Let G be a colored graph and X, Y disjoint subsets of VG such that Xu  Y= V~. If 
X and Y both satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.5, then we consider the following 
maps: 
~" C,(G) -~ C, (G(X)) • C, (G(Y)), 
~:(F, V)~-*((F, V~X) , - - (F ,  Vc~ Y)) 
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obtained from G and G' by joining each vertex of P c V~ with its copy in P' ~ JIG, by 
an n-colored edge. It is easily seen that 
v~ w VG. = v~/c/, 
H, (~ (G)(VG)) ~-- H, (G), 
H,  (~(G) (V~,)) -~ H,  (G') 
( C(~(G)) )~-H,(OG). 
H,+I  C(~(6), F~)+C(~(G), FG,) 
Thus the sequence (3.3) implies that 
--.--* Hk+ I(~(G)) --* Hk+ a(G) (~Hk+ 1 (G') --* Hk(OG) --*Hk(~(G)) . . . .  
is exact. 
Now we complete the section by a third sequence. 
Let G be a colored graph and B a subset of VG such that V~\B satisfies the 
hypothesis of Lemma 3.5. Then we consider the following maps: 
i' C,(G, VG\B) -, C, (G), 
i:(r, v)~(r ,  v) 
and 
j c ,  (G) - , c ,  (G(B)), 
j:(F, V)~-*(F, VerB). 
Lemma 3.8. With the above notation, the sequence of chain complexes 
0 ~ C,(G, V6\B) L C,(G) L C, (G(B)) --, 0 
is exact. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that joO(F, V)=Ooj(F, V) for any (F, V)6Sk+I(G) and 
that j is surjective. 
Now we have 
=j  ~ (--1)°~d'r'"Z{(F\{n}, W): (F\{n}, W)eSk(G) ^  Wc  V} 
nff F 
= y. ( - l )  °~d"~,°~ z {(r\{n}, W~B): (r\{n}, w)ss~(a)^ w= v} 
hE/" 
= 2 ( - l )  °~d(r'~ I:{(r\{n},A): (F\{n},A)eSk(G(B))  ^ A c V}. 
n~F 
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On the other hand we have 
oj(r, v)=~(r, V~B) 
= E (-- 1)°rd(F'n)S{(r\{n}, A): (F\{n},A)~S,(G(B)) ^ A c V~B} 
n~F 
= ~ ( -  1) °roar,n/x {(r\{n}, A): (r\{n}, A)~Sk(G(B)) ^ A c V}, 
nffY 
hence the first statement is proved. To prove that j is surjective it is sufficient to show 
that Sk(G(B))cj(Ck(G)) for any k~>O. 
Let (F, W)~Sk(G(B)) and we W. We have (use the hypothesis) 
jI r, V(G,r, w) )=( r, V(G,r, w)~B)=( r, ViGB, r, w))=( r, w) 
since W and V(GB, F,w) are the sets of vertices F-connected with w in GB. Thus 
Lemma 3.8 is completely proved. [] 
Corollary 3.9. Let G and B be as Lemma 3.8. Then the sequence of R-modules and 
linear maps 
• " ~ Hk+~(G, VG\B) ~ Hk+l(G) ~ Hk+ x(G(B)) -~Hk(G, VG\B) ~. . .  
is exact. 
Example 3.10. Let G1 and Gz be two colored graphs with identical color sets 
W~ = ~62 = {0, 1 . . . . .  n}. If v l ~ Vc, and v26 V62, then we define the connected sum of 
G1 and G 2 with respect o vl and vz to be the colored graph G1 # G2 obtained by 
deleting vx and v2 from G1 and G2, and pasting together the pairs of'free' edges (the 
ones which had an end-point in the deleted vertices) with the same color (see 
e.g. [11]). Since Bi={vi}c  V(Gi), i=1,2, satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.8 
and Corollary 3.9, the exact sequence in Corollary 3.9 implies that 
H, (Gi, V(GI)\BI)~-H,(Gi), i= 1,2 (use H,(G~(Bi))~-O). Because 
V(G1)\B 1 ~g V(G2) \B2= V(G1 #G2), 
H,(G1 # Gz( V(Gi)\Bi ))~- H,(Gi, V(Gi)\Bi)~-H, (Gi), 
C, (G1 # G2, V(Gi)\Bi) ~- C, (Gi, V(GI)kBi), 
the exact sequence (3.3) gives 
"'" ~ Hk+I (G1 # G2) ~ HR+ I(G1) (~ Hk+I (G2) 
( C(G,#G2) )~Hk(GI#G2)~. . . .  (3.4) 
Hk+l C(Ga, I/(G1)\,B1)+C(G2, V(G2)\B2) 
In Section 4 we shall examine the topological meaning of the above exact sequences. 
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4. The pseudo complex of a colored graph 
Let G be a colored graph. We define the distance on the set V, as follows 
d(v, w)= 
0 if v=w, 
2 if U#W. 
Now let & be the subset of the metric space [WYc x VG having as elements the 
(ye + l)-tuples 
such that 
(1) x1,x2, ... ,XY‘20, 
(2) x,+xz+...+x,,=l, 
(3) Xi=0 for all i#C,(E(G,v)). 
On the set & we consider the following equivalence relation: 
(x1,x2, . . . . XYC’4~(Yl>Y2~ .-‘>Yycrw) 
iff 
(1) Xi=yi for all i=1,2,...,y,; 
(2) there exist two finite sequences 
(m>O and vO,vl,..., v, distinct) such that 
(a) v. = v, v, = w, 
(b) (Vi- l,ei), (ri,ei)EIG for all i= 1,2, . . . ,m, 
(C) Xj=Yj=O for alljE(Co(ci): i= 1,2, . . . ,m}. 
Let ) GI be the quotient set TGIS? and n : Ye --t 1 G ( the natural projection. We can 
endow 1 G 1 with a distance function d’ defined by 
d”((x,y)=min(d(p,q):pErr-r(x) AqcC1(y)} 
Notation 4.1. For any nonnegative integer k, let de be the subset of Rk+’ having as 
elements the (k + 1)-tuples 
(X0,X1, . . ..Xk) 
such that 
(1) x0,x1, . . . ,x,30, 
(2) x(,+x,+“‘+xk=l. 
For any subset r of ‘ZG, Card r= k + 1, and VECon(G, ‘%,\T) let 
O(r, v):& -+ IG( 
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be the map defined by 
of ( r ,  V ) :  (Xo, x 1 . . . . .  Xk) W-~ / t (y  l , Y2 . . . . .  Y7~, V) 
where ve V and 
i e Cg G '\ F . 
The map i (F ,  V) is said to be a k-simplex of [G[. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  G is a colored graph, then the following properties are easily verifiable: 
(1) tr(F, V):Ak--* IG] is a homeomorphism from Ak to i (F ,  V)(Ak) for all FcC~6, 
CardF=k+ 1; 
(2) U {i(gga, {v})(A~, _t):ve Va} =IGI, 
(3) /f F, 0 c cg~, Card F = k + 1 and Card 0 = h + 1, then 
i ( r ,  v) (&)c~r(o ,  vv)(&) 
=U {i(q',X)(At): ~Pc FmO A Card ~P=I+ 1 A XeCon(G, CgG\~u)}. 
Notation 4.3. We will consider the following objects: 
(1) Sr(]G])= {a(F, V): V~Con(G, CgG\F)} for any nonempty subset F of c£6; 
(2) Sk( lGI)=Ur Sr ( lG I ) (CardF=k+l ) ,  for all 0-..<k<y~; 
(3) Sk ( I G]) = 0, for all k ~> 7~ and all k < 0; 
(4) Ck(IG],R) the R-module on Sk(lGI) (briefly we will write Ck(IGI) instead of 
Ck(IOI, R)); 
(5) C.(IGI)=®~Ck(16;I)(keZ): 
(6) Ck(IGI) the R-module dual of CdlGI); 
(7) C(16:I)--@,,C"(IGI)(ke7/); 
Definition 4.4. Let G be a colored graph. Then the boundary operator is the linear 
map 
a:C.( IGI)  ~ C.(IGI) 
defined by 
a i ( r ,  v )= ~ ( -1)°rdm") i ( r \{n},  V(G, (%\ r )u  {n}, V)), 
nEF 
if Card F > 1, and 
a i ( r ,  v )=0,  
if Card F = 1. 
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Lemma 4.5. If G is a colored graph and ~, the boundary operator on C.(IGI), then we 
have 
(1) 0Cp+~(Ial)~ Cp(IG[), 
(2) ~2=0. 
Notation 4.6. We denote by 
(1) C.(IGI) the chain complex (C.(IGI),a), 
(2) C*(IGI) the dual cochain complex (C'(IGI), 6), 
(3) Zk(IGI)=Zk(C.(IGI)), 
(4) B~(IG[)=Bk(C,(IGI)), 
(5) Hk(IGI)= Hk(C,(IGI)), 
(6) zR(IGI)=Zk(C,(IGI)), 
(7) Bk(IG[)=Bk(C,(IGI)), 
(8) Hk(IGI)=Hk(C,(IG[)). 
Obviously the modules Hk(IG[) and Hk(IG[) defined above are isomorphic to the 
homology and cohomology modules of the topological space ]G]. 
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a colored graph. Then w  have 
(1) Ho(G)~-H~"-P-I([GI)for all 0~<p<Ta-1, 
(2) Z,~_I(G)~_H°(IGI), 
(3) HP(G)~-H~ p_a([Gl)for all 0~<p<7~-l; 
(4) Z~"-I(G)~_Ho([G[), 
Proof. For all p, 0 ~< p~< 76-1, let us consider the bilinear map 
( , )  : Cp(G) x C~, _p-~(lG[) ---,R 
defined by 
0 if F¢~G'\O v V¢ W, 
( (F ,V) ,a (O,W))= ( - l ) '  if F=cg~'\O A V=W 
where (F, V)eSp(G), a(O, W)eS~ _p_ 1([ G[) and t =Y,~r ord(F, n). 
The maps 
i l:c~(c,°), 
i2:cb--~(o,C ) 
show that Cp(G) is isomorphic to C~'-P-I([G]) and that CP(G) is isomorphic to 
C~_p l([GI). To complete the proof we need only to show that 
(~ (r, v), ~(o, HI)) = ((r ,  v), e~(o, w))  
whenever (F, V)eSp(G) and a(O, W)cS~ _p(IGr) with 0<p<Ta. 
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In fact 
(o(r, V),~(O, W) ) 
= Y~ (--l)°rd(r'")Z{((F\{n},Xl, a(O, W)):XeCon(G,F\{n})^X= V} 
neff 
hence 
@(F, V),a(O, W))=~ " ( -  1)' 
0 
if FuO=CgG ^ Fc~O={n} ^ W~ V, 
otherwise 
where t = ord (F, n) + ~meo ord (c£o, m). 
Further, we have, 
((F, V), Oa(O, W))= ~ ( -1 )  °rdI°'") ((F, V),atO\{n}, V(G,(~\O)u{n}, W)) 
n~O 
hence 
((F,V),Oa(O,W))=~(-ly if ^w=v,  
otherwise 
where s = ord(O, n) + Y~.~o',, ,,.} ord (c£ G, m). 
For n({n}=FnO) we obtain 
ord (F, n) +ord  (O, n) = Card {x: x E F ^ x < n} + Card {x: x ~ O ^ x < n} 
=Card{x:xerve ^x <n}-Card{x:x~rc~O ^x<n} 
=ord(FwO, n) 
= ord (egG, n) 
hence 
t-s=ord(F,n)+ Z °rd(Cg.,m)-°rd(O,n) - ~ °rd(Cg~, m) 
m~O m~O", {n} 
=ord  (F, n) -- ord (O, n) + ord (egG, n) 
=2ord(F ,n ) ,  
i.e. t--- s mod 2. This proves that 
(~( r, V), ~(O, W))=( ( r ,  V), Oa(O, W) ). 
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To end our proof  it is enough to consider the two commutat ive diagrams: 
0 , C~,_~(G) , C~,~-2(G) ~ --- Co(G) , 0 
0 , C°( IGI)  a C~(IGI) '~ , , . . .  C~'~- ' ( iG i )  ,0  
0 , C~o ,(16;I) , C~o-z( IOl)  , ... Co(IGI) , 0 
0 ' C°(G) ~ C 1 ~ '~ , (G)  , . . .  c,~-' (G)  , o 
where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. [] 
Now we examine the topological meaning of the exact sequences (3.1), (3.2), those in 
Example 3.7 and (3.4). Let G be a colored graph satisfying the properties listed in 
Example 3.6 where cg~ = {0, 1 . . . . .  n}. Further, we assume that the polyhedron under- 
lying ]G] is a compact connected n-manifold M. 
It is well-known that the boundary graph OG of G represents the boundary OM of 
M, i.e. 
[ ?G[ -~ OM 
PL 
(see [5, Proposit ion 5, p. 906; 6, Proposit ion 8, p. 319]). 
The simple cone Cone(~G) over the boundary 3G is the colored graph such that 
Cone(~G)=~G and the edge coloring Cco.ot~G): Ea ~ cg~ is the composit ion 
CgG , f I J EG----~ ~G \'tn~ ' egG, 
where j is the natural inclusion. By construction, the completion (~ is the union 
of G and Cone(OG) plus the set of n-colored edges joining the vertices of P c V~ with 
their correspondents in P x {n} = V(3G)  (see Section 3). Thus (~ represents the poly- 
hedron /~ obtained by capping off each component  of c~M with a cone over it. Now 
Theorem 4.7 implies that 
Hv(G ) "~ H ~ - v -  , (M)  ~- H " -  V(M), 
Hp(G) "-- H ~" - " -  ' (M) ~ H "-  P(/Q), 
Hp(OG) ~- H y~-p-  2 (?~M) ~- H n-p-  ~(~M) 
for any p = 0, 1 . . . . .  n--  1. Thus the exact Sequence (3.2) becomes 
• .. --, Hq(M)--* H~(M)  --, H" (OM)  - - ,U  q+ ~ (1~1) ~. . . ,  
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which really coincides to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the exact triad 
(~t M, Cone(OM)). Moreover, by the exact sequence of the pair (2Q, Cone(0M)) and 
by excision, we have Hq(IQ)".~Hq(]Q, Cone(~?M))~-Hq(M, dM), hence the sequence 
(3.2) also gives the exact sequence of the pair (M, OM). Finally (3.2) implies the exact 
^ 
sequence of the pair (M,M) as Hq(M,M)~-Hq(Cone(t?M),OM)~-Hq-I(~M) by 
excision. 
Observe that the isomorphism Hq(2Q)--~ Hn-9 (G, 63G)~ Hq(M, OM) is really given 
by Theorem 4.7 and by the exact sequence (3.1). Indeed, we have 
n n k(~I)~_Hk(G)~_H k (G,~G)~__Hn-k(M,~M). 
Now let N be the cone over the manifold M, i.e. !Cone(G)l-N. Obviously the 
completion of Cone(G) represents the suspension Z(M) of M. Hence the sequence 
(3.2) also gives a graph-theoretical proof of the well-known isomorphism 
H*(M)~-H*+'(Z(M)).  _ 
The graph ~(G) represent~ the double ~(M) of the manifold M, hence Example 3.7 
and Theorem 4.7 give the well-known exact cohomology sequence 
• ..--, Hq(~(M)) -.-, nq(M)@ Hq(M) ~Hq(OM) --,HO+ 1 (~(M))~. . . .  
If Gi represents a compact connected n-manifold Mi, with boundary ~Mi, 
i=1,2, then the graph GI#G 2 represents the connected sum MI#M 2, i.e. 
I Gt ¢P GEl -~ M1 # M2. Now we can easily prove that 
( C(G17~G2) ) -H" -  
H,+I  C(G1,V(G1)\B1)+C(G2, F(G2)\B2) - *(N 1), 
where N"-x is the standard (n-1)-sphere. Thus the exact sequence (3.4) and 
Theorem 4.7 give the well-known cohomology sequence 
• "-*Hq(M1 # M2) --~ He(M1) (~ Hq(M2) --* Hq(g n- 1) __,Hq + 1 (Ma #M2)  --*"" 
5. Products and dualities 
Let G be a colored graph. In this section we obtain the combinatorial nalogs of the 
standard cohomology products, directly defined on the canonical generators of the 
(co)homology groups of G. 
Finally we complete the section with a graph-theoretical version of the Poincar6 
duality. 
Now we consider the bilinear map 
rq : C.(G) x C.(G) x -*C.(G) 
defined as follows: 
For any (F, V)eSp(G) and (O, W)eSp(G) we set 
( F, V)vl(O, W)=(- -1 )  °rd(~'z) S { (F c~O,K): K eCon(G,F ~O)  ^  K ~ V~ IV} 
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if p + q + 1 -- Ya ~> 0 and sup ~a \F  = inf (go \O  = z; otherwise 
( r, v)~(o,  w)=0. 
Note that n maps C,(G)x Cq(G)in Cv+q+l_~(G). 
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a colored graph. If LeCp(G) and MeCq(G), then 
O(Lm M) = (SL) m M +( -- 1) ~'~-"+ 1Lr7 (SM). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for the standard generators of C.(G), i.e. 
L=(F, V)ESv(G ) and m=(o,  W)eSq(G). 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1. If either p + q + 1 - Yo < 0 or sup (go \F  :# inf ego \O, then the result is easily 
proved since 8(LrTM)=0, (SL )nM=0,  and Lm(OM)=0. 
Case 2. Suppose now that p+q+ 1-7o/>0 and supCgo\F=infCgo\O=z. 
We have 
~(( r ,  V )v3(O,  W)) : ( -  1) °rd(g~'zj ~{~(F c'~ O, K): 
KeCon(G, FnO) ^K c Vn W} 
=(-- 1)°rd(~o,z) Z (-1)°ra(r~°,"iS{((rnO)\{n},X): 
n~Fr~O 
XeCon(G,(r  nO)\{n}) ^  X c V~ W} 
=(-1)  °rd(~a'z) Z 
neFnO 
n<z 
(-- 1) °rdir~ °'") Z {( (Fn O)\{n}, X): 
XeCon(G,(rnO)\{n}) ^X c Vn W} 
-b ( -  1)°rd<(g~'z)E (--1)°~dlr~°'")X{((rc~o)\{n},X): 
n~F~O 
n>z 
XeCon(G, (Fn  O)\{n}) ^  X c Vn W} 
E 
neFr~O 
n<7, 
( -1)  °rd(rn°'nl X { ( F\{n}, Y)~(O, W): 
Y~Con(G,F\{n}) ^ Y c V} 
+ ~ (--1)°rdIr~°'"iZ{(F,V)n(O\{n},Z): 
n~Fr~O 
ZeCon(G,  Ok{n}) ^  Z c W}. 
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Since 
ord(F n61,n)=Card{w:weF nO ^ w<n} 
= Card {w: w~Cgo \((cgo \F )  w (ego \O))  ^ w < n}, 
it follows that ord(Fn61, n)=ord(F,n) if n<z=infCga\61, while ord(Fn61, n)= 
ord (61, n ) -  ya + p - 1 if n > z = sup ~ \F.  This implies that 
~((r, v)~(61, w)) 
= ~ ( -1 )  °rdlr'"l z{(F\{n}, Y)n(O, W): reCon(O,r\{n}) ^r= v} 
n~ F nO 
n<z 
+(-1)  ,o-.+' y' (-l)°'d~°,"~z{(r,v)~(O\{n},Z): 
nEFc~O 
Ii>z 
ZeCon(G,O\{n})  ^Z c W}. 
Now we can directly verify that these summations equal (#(F, V))m(61, W) and 
(F, V) rn c?(O, W), respectively. 
Thus the statement is completely proved. [] 
Proposition 5.2. The following diagram 
P C#(G) xC#(G) , C#(G) 
i'x"l 1" 
C(IGl)x C(IGI) , C(IGI) 
u 
is commutative. Here 
7G-- 1 
C~(G)= @ C,(G),ia:C#(G)--,C(IGI) 
i=0  
is the isomorphism such that 
ia(L)(c)=(L,c), c~C.( IGI) ,  L~C# (G), 
and u is the usual cup product on C'(IGI). 
Proof. It suffices to consider L=(F ,  V)eSp(G), M=(O, W)ESq(G) and a(7~,X)~ 
S~.(IGI). 
We consider a lot of different cases: 
Case 1. c£ G # (F n 6) ) u ~. Since ~ =# (F u q') n (61 w hu), we have either c~6 # F u ~u 
or c~ o # 61 u 7 ~. Therefore 
(LmM,  G(~,X))=O. 
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Further we have either 
(L, a(TJz,X~)) =0 
or  
(M,a (~z ,X~)>=O 
for any zE 71. Here we set 
~'z={n:n~ ' ^n<<.z}, 
~z= {n: n~'  ^ n>~z}, 
xz= V(G, ~'~,X), 
XZ= V(G, q'z,x). 
Thus we have 
(L  n M, a(~ u, X ) )  = (L,  a (TJz, Xz)> (M,  a( ~ ' ,  X ' ) )  
= il (L)(a(~u,, X~)) il (M) (a(~ z, X~)) 
= il (L)w il (M)(a(~,  X)). 
Case 2. cg a = (F c~ O) w ip and F r~ O c~ ~u 4= 0. In this case we have either F c~ ~z 4= 0 
or O • ~pz 4= 0, hence 
( LnM,~(tP, X) )=O. 
Further we have either 
(L,a(TJz, Xz) >=O 
or  
( M,a(LW, X~) ~=O 
for any ze ~. Now the proof proceeds as in (1). 
Case 3. cg~=(Fr~O)~ P, Fc~Oc~LP=O and supC~\F#in f r~G\O.  In this case we 
have L n M = O, hence 
(LnM, a(7~,X) >=O. 
If (L, a(~Pz, Xz)) (M, a(~ u', XZ) )#0,  then it follows that c~G\F = 7~, and c~G\O = ~u,, 
hence sup c~G\/" = infC~G\O. This gives a contradiction. Thus the statement follows. 
Case 4. cgG=(Fc~O)u ~, F~On 7J=0, supC~\F=inf~a\O=z amt X c#Vm W. 
In this case we have 
(LnM, a(tP, X) )=O. 
If (L,a(g~,X,))(M,a(~*,XZ))#O, then it follows that X~Xz~V and 
X ~ X ~ ~ W, which is a contradiction. This proves the result. 
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Case 5. ~G =(Fc~ O)u 7/, Fc~Oc~ g/=0, sup cg~\F=infC~\O=z and X ~ Vc~ W. 
Here we have 
(LrTM, a(~,X) )=(-1) '  
where t = ord (c£~, z) + 52,, e eord (~,  n). On the other hand we have 
(L,a(tPz,Xz) =( -1 )  w, 
with w =Y~.e% °rd(CgG , n) and 
( M,a(g~=,X=) )=(-1)" 
where u = Y~.e~" ord(~a, n). 
Thus the proof is complete. [] 
Now we are going to describe the cap product c~ by means of graphical tools. For 
any (O, W)eSq(G), let 5~o, w) be the element of Cq(G) such that 
{01 i f (O,W)¢(A,Y) ,  
5~o.w):(A, Y)~--~ if (O, W)=(A, Y). 
Obviously the set {Sic ' wj:(O, W)eSq(G)} is a basis of Cq(G). 
Let us consider the bilinear map 
t~ : C.(G) x C'(G) ~C'(G) 
defined as follows: 
For any (F, V)eSv(G ), (69, W)eSp+q+l ~.(G) and (~u,X)~Sq(G) we set 
((F,  V)u  6(o ' w),(tI-t,X)) =(- -  1) °rd(~'z) 
if p+q+l -7~>0,  sup ~g~\F=in f~\CP=z,  Fc~ ~--=O and Wc Vr~X; otherwise 
we set 
( ( C, V)u~io" w), (7', X )) =0. 
Note that u maps Cp(G) x CP+q+l-~o(G) in C~(G). 
Proposition 5.3. The following diagram 
C#(G)xC#(G) ~,  C#(G) 
i'×i21 I i2 
c(IGI)x C.(IG[) , C.(IGI) 
is commutative. Here 
y~;-- l 
c#(6)= @ c'(6) 
i=O 
and m is the usual cap product. 
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Proof. Infact, if sup cg~ \F  = inf cd G \ q' = z, then 
(6(0, w), (r, v)n(~, x)) 
-~(--1) °rd(~'z) Z { (6(o, wi, (F c~ ~,K)  ): K eCon(G, F n ~)  A K = V~X } 
which equals ( -1 )  °r°i~e~,~') if FnT J=O,  W~Con(G,F~7' )  and W= VnX,  and 
0 otherwise. 
This implies that 
(5(0, w~, (r, v)F~q', x)  )= ((r, v)u ,~(o, w), (7,, x )  ) 
so the statement easily follows. [] 
Definition 5.4. Let G be a colored graph, regular of degree 7G. Let us denote by 
G{=G(CgG\{i}) for each i6cdG. The graph G is said to be a homology graph if 
and 
Ho (G;) ~- H,l~ _ 2 (GT) "~ R, 
Hp(GT)~O for p¢0,  7a-2 .  
By definition, the polyhedron hGI is just a homology manifold of dimension y~-1  
(for details see [25]). 
Using the same previous techniques one can prove the Poincar6 duality for 
homology graphs. 
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a bipartite homology graph. I f  [G] is a generator of 
H°(G)~-R,  then the map 
[G] : Hp(G) --* H "/G-p-I (G) 
is an isomorphism for 0 <~ p < 7G. 
6. Combinatorial invariants 
In this section we study some numerical invariants of manifolds arising from 
colored graphs which represent them. Beside a brief survey on the known results, 
translated to our terminology, we prove some new properties and illustrate some 
conjectures about these invariants. 
6.1. Complexities 
Let G be a colored graph with color set f fa={0,1 . . . . .  n}. Following [2], let us 
define 
f lk(G)=rank C, k(G) 
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for each k=0, 1 . . . . . .  n, i.e. ilk(G) is the number of k-simplexes of IGI. Thus the 
Euler-Poincar6 characteristic of lGI is given by 
z(IGI)= ~ (--1)kflk(G). 
k=O 
Let M be a closed connected n-manifold and (3(M) be the set of colored graphs 
representing M. A graph G ~ G (M) is said to be a crystallization of M if flo (G)--- n + 1. It 
is well-known that every closed connected n-manifold admits a crystallization 
(see e.g. [2, 11]). 
The k-complexity of M, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  n, is defined by 
C k (M) ~--- min { flk (G): G 6 G (M) }. 
Since one always has at least i k+l ! l  n+ 1~ k-simplexes in [G], it will be useful to define the 
reduced complexities as 
?k(M)=ck(M)--( n+l  )k+l  ' O<~k<<.n-1, 
?,(M)=c,(M)--2. 
The case k = n is pecial because any regular graph has at least two vertices. These 
invariants were introduced in [2]. The following theorem contains the results on the 
complexities proved in [2]. 
Theorem 6.1. (1)Let M,M' be closed connected n-manifolds. Then the reduced 
complexities are subadditive, i.e. 
?k(M # M')<.. ?k(M) + ?R(M'). 
(2) I f  G~C~(M) and Ck(M)=flk(G) for some k, then G is a crystallization of M. 
(3) ?o(M)=0. 
(4) ?,(M)= 0 / f  and only if M = 5 n. 
Now we are going to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. (1) For any closed connected surface M, 
71 (M) = 2 a ?2 (M) = 6 -- 3)~ (M), 
where z(M) is the Euler-Poincar~ characteristic of M. Further, the reduced complexi- 
ties are additive in dimension two. 
(2) I f  M is a closed connected 3-manifold, then 
e~ (M)=½ ?2(M)= ~73 (M). 
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(3) If M is a closed connected 4-manifold, then 
~1 (M)= 6 -  3z(M) + ½ 54(M) 
?z (M) = 4 -- 2 Z (M) + 25,~ (M) 
~ (M) = ~ 54 (M). 
Proof, (1) Let G realize cl(M), i.e. cl(M)=fll(G). Then G is a crystallization by 
(2) of Theorem 6.1, hence fl0(G)=3. Since fll(G)=~//z(G), it follows that 
z (M)=3- f l l (G)+f l2 (G)=3-~ i l l (G)=3-½ cl (M), hence cl(M)=9--3z(M). Now 
the relation gl(M)=cI(M)-3 implies that 51(M)=6-3~((M) as requested. By 
Theorem 3.13 of [2] we have 52 (M) = 4 - 2 Z (M) = z 51 (M). Now it suffices to prove the 
additivity of the reduced complexity ~1. For any two closed connected surfaces M, M', 
we have 
81 (M # M') = 6 - 3z(M # M') = 6 - 3 (x(M) + z (M ' ) -  2) 
= 6 - 3Z (M) + 6 -- 3~ (M') = 5i (M) + 51 (M'). 
(2) Let G' realize cl(M), i.e. cl(M)=[31(G'). Then G' is a crystallization by 
Theorem 6.1(2), hence //o(G')=4. Since /~2(G')=2//3(G') it follows that 
z(M)=4-//I(G')+//2(G')-~3(G')=4-cl(M)+~3(G')=O, henceCl(M)=~3(G')+4. 
Now the relation ?l(M)=cl(m)-(~)=cx(m)--6 implies that ?l(M)=/~3(G')-2~> 
c3 (m) - 2 = 53 (M). 
On the other hand, we also have the inequality 51 (M)= ½//2 (G')--2 >i ½ c2 (M) -  2 = 
½ 52(M) since 52 (M)=c2(M)-(4) = c2 (m)--4. Summarizing we have proved the in- 
equalities 51 (M) ~> 53 (M) and cl (M)/> ½ 52 (M). 
Let now G" be a crystallization of M which realizes cz (M), i.e. c2 (M) =//2 (G"). Then 
we obtain z(M)=4-/~I(G")+½/~2 (G")=4-/~I(G")+½ c2(M)=O which implies that 
//l(G")=4+½c2(m)>~cl(m), hence 51(M)<<.½c2(M)--2=½?2(M). Thus we have 
proved that 51(M)=½ ?2(M) as claimed. 
Finally let G"' be a crystallization of M which realizes c3 (M), i.e. c3(M)=/~3 (G"'). 
As before we obtain X (m) = 4 - / /1 (G") + c 3 (m) = 6 - / /1 (G"') + ?3 (M) = 0 
since ?3(M)=c3(M)-2. This gives the inequality fll(G )=6+c3(M)~-cl(M) 
and whence 81(M)=cl(M)--6<~?3(M). Thus we have proved that ?I(M)=?3(M) as 
claimed. 
(3) Let G be a crystallization of m. Then we have//0(G)= 5 and/~3(G)=2 ~/~4(G). 
Let v be a vertex of the triangulation I GI. It is easily seen that the Euler-Poincar6 
characteristic Zvof the link of v in the first barycentric subdivision of lG[ is given by 
~(v = Z (~ 3) = q 1 (v)-- q2 (v) + q3 (v)-- q4 (v) = 0, where qn is the number of h-simplexes of 
IG[ containing v as their face. Summation over the vertices of IGI gives 
0 = 2fl l  (G) - 3f12(G ) + 4f13(G ) - 5f14(G), hence//2 (G) = 31 (28x (G) + 5//4(G)). 
Using these relations we obtain z(M)=5-flx(G)+//2(G)-fl3(G)+//,,(G)= 
5--13//I(G)+ 61 fl4(G), hence//I(G) = 15--3z(M)+½ fl4(G). 
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Suppose now that G is a crystallization which realizes cl (M), i.e. Cl(M)=fll(G). 
Then we have cl (M) = 15 - 3;((M) + ½ f14 (G) ~> 15 - 3z(M) + ½ c4(M). Now the relations 
51(M)=cl(M)-(5)=cl(M)--IO and g4(M)=c4(M)--2 imply the inequality 
51 (M)+ 10>/15-3Z (M)+½ 54(M) + 1, hence 51 (M)>~6--3z(M)+½ 54(M). 
If G' realizes c4(M), i.e. c4(M)=fl4(G), then we have 15-3z(M)+½c4(M)= 
fll(G)>~cl(M), and whence 15--3;((M)+½ 54(M)+ 1 >~?I(M)+ 10, i.e. 6--3z(M)+ 
½ 54 (M)~> 51 (M). Thus we have proved the formula 
51 (M) = 6 -- 3z(M ) +½ ~'4 (M). 
Substituting fll (G) = 15 - 3 Z (M) + ½ fl4(G) in f12 (G) gives 
fl2(G) = 10-  2 Z (M) + 2f14(G) 
which implies ?2(M)=4--2z(M)+2~4(M ) since ?2(M)=c2(M)--(sa)=c2(M)-lO 
and 54(M)=c4(M)-2. Finally, as usual, from fl3(G)=~2fl4(G) it follows that 
53(M)--2 ~54(M) since ?3(M)=ca(M)--(~)=c3(M)--5. [] 
Corollary 6.3. If M is a homoloyy 4-sphere, then 
2~, (M) = ½ ~2 (M) = 25 ~3 (M) = ?,(M). 
By Theorem 6.2(3), the additivity of 5a in dimension four implies that gk is additive 
too for k ~< 3. 
Conjecture 6.4 (Additivity of 54). Let M and M' be two closed orientable 4-manifolds. 
Then 
54 (M # M') = ?4(M) + 54 (M'). 
This conjecture implies the PL 4-dimensional Poincar6 conjecture, i.e. any 
homotopy 4-sphere is PL homeomorphic to the standard 4-sphere. For this, let M be 
a homotopy 4-sphere. Then there exists a nonnegative integer k such that 
M#k(52  x 52) is diffeomorphic to k(52 × 52). Here k(52 × 52) represents the con- 
nected sum of k copies of (52 ×52 ) [28]. By Conjecture 6.4 we obtain 
54(M#k(5 2 × 52))=54(M)+74 (k(5 2 × 52))=?4(k(5 2 × 52)) hence 54(M)=0. This 
implies that 
M~ 54 
PL 
by Theorem 6.1 (4). 
Finally we observe that Proposition 6.6 below reduces Conjecture 6.4 to the 
following conjecture. 
Conjecture 6.5. For every closed orientable 4-manifold M, 
54(M#k(5 2 × 52))=54(M)+ 12k. 
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Proposition 6.6. 
74(k(5 2 x 52) )= 12k, 
?4(k (Cp2) )=6k .  
Proof. In [103 a crystallization of 52 × 52 having exactly 14 vertices was constructed, 
hence ?4(52× 52) ~< 12. Then we have ff¢(k(52-t  52) )~ 12k by graphical connected 
sums. By Theorem 6.2 we have 
74(k(5 2 × 52)) ~> 6z(k(52 × 52)) - 12 = 6(2k+ 2) -  12= 12k 
so the statement follows. As a consequence, we also have 
? l (k (~ z x 52))=0,  
~z(k(5 z x 52))=20k, 
73(k(52 × 52) ) :  30k. 
In [153 a crystallization of CP 2 having exactly 8 vertices was constructed, hence 
?4 (C P2) ~ 6. Then by connected sums it follows that c4 (k (C p2)) 4 6k. By Theorem 6.2 
we have 
?4(k(Cp2))~> 6z(k(Cp2)) - 12=6(k+2) -  12=6k 
so the statement follows. As a consequence, we also have 
71 (kC p2) = O, 
72 (kCp2)--  10k, 
?3(kCp2) = 15k. EA 
Finally we conclude the section with the following conjectures. The second one is 
equivalent to the 4-dimensional Poincar6 conjecture. 
Conjecture 6.7. If M is a simply connected closed 4-manifold, then 
?4(M) = 6z (M) -  12. 
Conjecture 6.8. If M is a homotopy 4-sphere, then 
?I(M) = 0. 
Finally we observe that the notion of complexity gives rise to an interesting family 
of colored graphs as pointed out in [2] G e G (M") is minimal if c. (M") = ft. (G). But very 
little is known about them. 
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6.2. Regular genus 
We recall that a Heegaard splitting of a closed connected 3-manifold M is a closed 
connected surface F imbedded in M and dividing M into two handlebodies. The genus 
of the splitting is the genus of F and the Heegaard genus of M, written h(M), is the 
smallest integer h such that M has a Heegaard splitting of genus h. In [13] it was 
introduced an invariant of manifolds, named regular genus, which extends the con- 
cepts of genus of a surface and of Heegaard genus to dimension . Here we recall the 
definition. Let M be a closed connected n-manifold and GeG(M), As shown in [14] 
for each cyclic permutation e=(eo, el . . . . .  e,) of the color set egg there exists a 2-cell 
imbedding i~ : G -~ F~ of G into a closed connected surface F~ such that the regions of 
i~ are bounded by the images of (el,ei+ x)-colored cycles of G (imod n + 1). Such an 
imbedding i~ is said to be regular. The genus p(G) of G is the minimum genus among 
all closed surfaces in which G can be regularly imbedded. Now let us define the regular 
genus g(M) of M as 
g (M) = rain { p (G) : G ~ G (M) } 
and set O(M)=g(M) (resp. O(M)=g(M)/2) if m is orientable (resp. non-orientable). 
The following theorem contains some basic results about regular genus 
(see e.g. [-2-4,7, 11]). 
Further developments will appear in a forthcoming paper of the authors [8]. 
Theorem 6.9. (1) I f  M is a closed connected 3-manifold, then O(M)=h(M). 
(2) O(M")>1 rank(M"), where rank(M") denotes the minimum number of generators 
for the fundamental group III(M" ) of M". 
(3) O(M")=Oc> M" ~-pL 5". 
(4) ~(M")= 1 if and only !f 
M ,~_~I®$ . - l ,  
PL 
where ~ x @ 5,-1 represents either the topological product ~ x × 5,-1 or the twisted 
S"-  l_bundle over ~ 1 
(5) ,0(M4)=2 ~ M ~- #2 5 x ® 5a or M "- CP 2 (projective complex plane). 
PL PL 
6.3. Colored complexities 
Since the k-simplexes of I G] are differentiated by their colors, the complexities were 
refined in [2] as follows. Given a colored graph G, let us define 
fir(G) = Card S~.,, r ( G) 
for any nonvoid subset F of the color set egG, i.e. fir(G) is the number of k-simplexes of 
I G] whose vertices are labelled by F, CardF=k+ l. Following [2], the colored 
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k-complexity of a closed connected n-manifold M, k = 0, 1 .... , n, is defined by 
#k( M ) = min { fir(G): G ~ (3 ( M) ^ F c cg a ^ Card F = k + 1 } 
and ~k(M)=#k(M)--1, O<~k<.n-1,/7.(M)=#,(M)--2. In [2] the following theorem 
was proved. 
Theorem 6 .10 .  (1 )  .+1 - ~ (k+l)#k<'Nckf °r k=0, 1 . . . . .  n--2, (n-Jr 1) /Tn-1 =Cn-1 and/7.=~.. 
(2) /71 ~</72~ "'" ~</~. and/Tk is subadditive. 
(3) rank (M") ~</il (M") ~< g(m"). 
(4) For k =n, n -1  and n -  2 if n >>- 3, /Tk(M")=0 if and only if M"~-5". 
As a direct consequence of Theorems 6.2, 6.9 and 6.10, we can easily prove the 
following (also use [3, 4]): 
Corollary 6.11. (1) For any closed connected surface M, 
2/71 (M) =/72 (M) = 4 - 2Z (M) = 40 (M). 
(2) I f  M is a closed connected 3-manifold, then 
fq(M)=h(M)=O(M),  
and 
6h(M)-N< 2/72 (M) =/73 (M). 
(3) I f  M is a closed connected 4-manifold of genus g, then 
/71 <~min{g,(3g+/74/4)/5}, 
/72 ~<(2g +/74)/5, 
f i3=2/74. 
(4) f i l (#k51 ® 5")=k=O( #k51 ® 5% 
(5) f/2(#k 51 ® 5a)-..<2k. 
Remark. This corollary gives rise to some interesting classes of manifolds. We say 
that a closed connected 3-manifold M is minimal iff ~3(M)= 6h(M). For example, if 
h(M) = 1, then/t3 (M) = 6 (and #a (M) = 8), hence M is PL homeomorphic to either the 
real projective 3-space L(2, 1)= •p3 or 51 ® 52. An interesting problem is to classify 
these 3-manifolds whenever the Heegard genus h(M)> 1. 
In dimension 4, we say that M is minimal if ~ I (M)=0(M ) and/t4(M)=80(M). 
We conjecture that fi2 ( # k 51 ® 53) = 2k and that 2/71 = 20 =/74/4 =/72 = 2k charac- 
terize the connected sum #k 51 ® 53 among closed 4-manifolds. A partial result in 
this direction is the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.12. Let M be a closed connected 4-manifold of 9enus 9. Then fq = 9 = bl and 
bz = 0 if and only if 
M --~ ~/~g~l (~) ~3, 
PL 
where bk denotes the kth Betti number of M. 
Proof. In order to prove the statement we need some notations. Let G be a crystalliza- 
tion of M and let (i,j,r,s,t) be an arbitrary permutation of the color set 
~a = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. If {vi:iecga } is the vertex set of IGI, then we may always suppose 
that vi correspond to the subgraph Gi. Indeed the polyhedron I G/I-~ 5 3 represents he 
boundary of a small regular neighborhood of vl in I G [. Let K (i,j) (resp. K (r, s, t)) be 
the one-dimensional (resp. two-dimensional) subcomplex of I GI generated by the 
vertices v~ and vj (resp. vr,vs and vt). If N=N( i , j )  and N'=N(r,s , t )  are regular 
neighborhoods of K(i,j) and K(r,s,t), respectively, then N and N' are comple- 
mentary bordered 4-manifolds, i.e. M = N ~ N' and N c~ N' = ON = 3N'. If G realizes 
~1 = g = Pl -- 1 =/11 (G) = Card S~&r(G), Card F = 2, F c ~,  then the pseudocomplex 
K (i,j) consists of exactly 1 + g edges for some colors i, j. Hence N is (PL) homeomorphic 
to the boundary connected sum #g(Sl ® [~3), B3 being a closed 3-ball. We observe 
that the 2nd homology group Hz(N') is free since K(r, s, t) collapses to a 2-dimen- 
sional subcomplex. Thus the Mayer-Vietoris equence of the triple (M, N, N') gives 
0 --* H3(M) --*Hz(~,N) ~ - @g~ ~ FH2(N')=H2(N')--* FH2(M)~-O. 
Since H3 (M)~_ Hi(M)~_ FHI (M)~- 0~2 (use b a = g), the above exact sequence implies 
that H2 (N') ~- 0, i.e. there are no triangles in K (r, s, t) with common boundary. Now it 
follows that K(r,s,t) collapses to a one-dimensional subcomplex formed by two 
vertices joined by 1 + g edges. 
Indeed the exact sequence 
0 ---* H2(M) -*H, (c~N)- ~ @07/--* H, tN)@HxtN')~-@g~_ @H,(N')~HI(M)--)O 
splits since Hz(M)~-FHz(M)"~O and HI(M)~-H3(M)~FH3(M)® THz(M)~-(~gZ. 
This implies that HI(N')~- 097/ and whence N' is also PL homeomorphic to the 
boundary connected sum #oN 1 x ~3. Therefore the manifold M must be #g5 ~ x Na 
by Theorem 2 of [22]. [] 
6.4. k-Genus 
Let G be a colored graph and ~ a cyclic permutation of the color set egG. Let us 
define the sets 
k-1 } 
Sk,~((~)= (r, v):(r ,  v )esdc)  ^  0 ~i(r)#0 , 
/=0 
for 1 ~<k~<7a-1, and Ck,e(G ) the submodule of Ok(G) generated by Sk,~(G). 
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By definition, the k-genus of G is the integer 
Then, let us define the k-genus of a connected closed n-manifold M as 
9k (M) = min { 9k (G) : G E G (M) }. 
Proposition 6.13. (1) The k-genus is subadditive, 
(2) 91 (m)=0, and 9k(M)<<,#, k(m), 
(3) If M is orientable, then ,q2(M)=29(M); otherwise 92(M)=9(M ) -  1. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. For (3), let G~G(M) realize 92(M). Then there exists 
a cyclic permutation e of cg~ such that 
( 
9z(m)=q2(G)= rank  \Z2(G)~ C2,~(G ) ) .  
Moreover G regularly imbeds into the closed connected surface F~ (see Section 6.2). 
By construction Z2(G)/[Z2(G)nC2,~(G)] is just isomorphic to the first integral 
homology group of F~. Thus 02(M) is the first Betti number of F~ as required. [] 
Further results about these combinatorial invariants of manifolds will appear in 
a future paper. 
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